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Preparing a sermon from the New Testament to serve a local congregation has always been a challenging spiritual labor. Exegesis and application require a pastor to bridge a language gap from Greek to English, a cultural gap from the first century to the contemporary ethos, and a geographical gap from the Levant to the Western Hemisphere. Since the 19th century, however, another growing gap has been introduced between the biblical text and the local congregation: an economic gap from a subsistence-level agricultural society to a wealthy industrial and information economy. To address this new gap, a pastoral grasp of economics can increasingly serve the church in biblical interpretation and application. The purpose of this article is to encourage theologians and economists toward interdisciplinary research to serve the church in bridging this exponentially-increasing economic gap. A
brief description of economic changes since the first century will illustrate this widening breach, and the remainder of this article will present a case study that addresses the challenge of distinguishing self-interest from greed as a sample of such interdisciplinary research.

**Illustrating the Growing Economic Gap**

From the first century until 2015, average income per person increased 12 fold throughout the world and a hundred fold in developed countries. During the same time frame, life expectancy tripled from around 26 to more than 75 years. Also, the population of the world increased by 32 times—from an estimated 226 million to 7.2 billion. While extremes of wealth and poverty still exist, the effects of these three changes are multiplicative on societies, as more people earning more money every year for longer lifetimes have created in excess of a thousand times more wealth in this generation than ever before in the history of mankind. Despite the corrosive effects of cronyism and sin, it is reasonable to expect this broad trend to continue to some degree until the return of Christ.
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This data highlights the widening economic gap between a congregation in 2015 and the people who heard John the Baptist declare, “whoever has two tunics is to share with him who has none, and whoever has food is to do likewise” (Luke 3:11). Such an admonition initially made sense to a
group of people for whom owning two tunics was noteworthy and having neither a tunic nor food was common. Should a pastor encourage Christians with bulging closets to apply this text by giving away all but one article of clothing? Are two garments now acceptable, or perhaps two dozen? How would one determine a limit since the eternal truths of Scripture have not changed, but incomes have increased and the cost of clothing has decreased.

In addition, the number of people with no “tunics” or food is declining rapidly. As a result of the changes in income and life span cited above, worldwide rates of extreme poverty have plummeted from 52 percent in 1981 to 17 percent in 2011.⁶ Among non-economists, this dramatic improvement has been largely overlooked. Todd reports that 84% of Americans were unaware global poverty has declined and 76 percent thought global poverty was increasing over the past three decades.⁷ Even more surprising for many Christians is that global commerce has had a greater effect on alleviating poverty than religious philanthropy.⁸ In light of this trend, pastors need to help congregations understand Jesus’ declaration, “For you always have the poor with you, and whenever you want, you can do good for them. But you will not always have me” (Mark 14:7). Certainly oppression and inept government still keep some people in poverty (see Cuba or North Korea), but Jesus spoke in a society where essentially everyone was poor.⁹ Application of this scriptural truth in 2015 must also recognize that doing good for the poor frequently requires more than simply giving away food, clothes, and money.¹⁰

One final example will suffice to illustrate the challenge to biblical exposition posed by economic changes. The Good Samaritan used two denarii (δύο δηνάρια) to pay the innkeeper to care for his beaten and robbed neighbor (Luke 10:35). These coins have been translated as “two pennies” (BBE), “two pence” (KJV), “two shillings” (ASV), and two “silver coins” (NLT). Some Bibles simply transliterate the Greek as two “denarii” (ESV, NAS, NIV), or provide an equivalent in purchasing power as “two full days’ worth of wages” (CEB). Translators are familiar with the dilemma of choosing a similar coin familiar to the audience (pennies, shillings) though inflation changes this value over time, describing the first-century coin (silver coin, denarius) without specifying the value, or describing the purchasing power of the coin at the time (two full days’ worth of wages). Though somewhat clumsy in translation, the purchasing power description might have been
considered the most accurate until the industrial revolution, though now this definition has been changing rapidly. For instance, Victor Claar estimates that the average American worker laboring for one day in the year 1800 earned purchasing power worth 70 cents as measured in 2010 dollars.\textsuperscript{11} In 2015, a full-days wage for an average worker was almost $200 because of much higher productivity each day.\textsuperscript{12} If the current trends of productivity growth continue, the average worker in 2115 would earn the purchasing power of more than $10,000 each day, as measured in 2015 dollars.\textsuperscript{13} If this seems inconceivable, imagine what the colonial worker might have thought in 1800 if he were told that he could earn more $200 each day in a more comfortable working environment with a much lower possibility of injury.\textsuperscript{14} This illustrates that pastors over the next century will face an increasing challenge to explain that the Good Samaritan did not give two coins equivalent to the value of a new car!

The changes illustrated in the prior paragraph have been so widespread that the tools of economics are now necessary to describe them, and for this reason the role of economists working with theologians has become more important.
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Evangelical theologians have been effective in the past to detect and counter teachings that are contrary to the Bible. However the economic developments illustrated in this section are do not represent heretical teachings, but rather
cultural and environmental changes so significant that reinterpretation and renewed biblical application are warranted. As shown in Figure 2, the trend of income per person did not change significantly from the time Paul penned many of the letters of the New Testament until the time of Aquinas, the reformation with Luther and Calvin, or even the Puritans. While the human heart’s need for the gospel has not changed, the changes in the environment around the church should motivate theologians and economists to begin working together in this generation.

In light of these economic changes, the remainder of this article will present a representative interdisciplinary case study developing a biblical distinction between self-interest and greed which could be applied in a contemporary economic environment.

**Interdisciplinary Case Study: The Challenge of Defining Greed**

Greed is a temptation that many Christians encounter every working day. Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan observed, “It is not that humans have become any more greedy than in generations past. It is that the avenues to express greed have grown so enormously.”\(^{16}\) When negotiating the price of a good or service from a supplier, the legitimate desire to strike the best possible deal always introduces a temptation toward greed. A homemaker at the market naturally wants the lowest price to stretch a dollar, but may wonder whether the price ever becomes unfair to the seller. Every believer must consider whether it is greedy to keep certain possessions rather than selling them to help the poor.

Jesus was clear that greed (πλεονεξία) is an issue of the heart, but this heart condition can also be expressed through specific economic actions.\(^{17}\) In the heart, greed is described as “the love of money” (φιλαργυρία) when money is valued more than people or any other thing.\(^{18}\) In this way, greed in the heart is always wrong just as lust or unrighteous anger in the heart are always wrong.\(^{19}\) While a believer is exhorted to flee sexual immorality and to turn from anger that leads to murder, believers usually must handle money daily.\(^{20}\) It is impossible to remove one’s self for the sake of purity far from the temptation toward greed.\(^{21}\)

Christians for generations have agreed that greed is a deadly sin, yet the
church has struggled throughout its history to precisely define the sin of greed under changing economic circumstances. Many adopt an “I know it when I see it” viewpoint similar to the Supreme Court’s ruling on obscenity, and define greed as excessive self-interest. Walters and Link contend that greed is “wanting more than enough.” Wells similarly argues, “Greed is an inordinate desire, and Paul states that greed is idolatry.” Lyman used a similar term of “inordinate desire” and “excessive eagerness to accumulate wealth and obtain money.” DeYoung argues, “The condition of the heart is what gives rise to greed’s outer manifestations, which are typically categorized as excessive acquisition and excessive retaining of money.” Neuhauser aptly exposes the shortcoming of such definitions: “If avarice was the desire for more material wealth, the question still remains where ‘more’ began.” Figure 3 below shows a continuum from acceptable self-interest to sinful greed, but the greatest challenge is to define the crossover point.

Figure 3. Continuum from Self-Interest to Greed

Self-interest should not be the sole motivation of a believer, but it is sufficient for this discussion that it is a valid and acceptable motivation for many economic decisions in life. For example, Paul appeals to self-interest in reminding children that obedience to parents comes with a promise of long life in the land (Eph 6:1-3). Even the harsh order, “If anyone is not willing to work, let him not eat” is an appeal to the self-interest of sluggards (2 Thess 3:10). In the sermon on the mount Jesus encouraged his disciples to seek the greater rewards (or wages μισθός) associated with private expressions of generosity and giving water to a child (Matt 6:1, 2, 5, 16) or to pursue self-interest with a larger view of eternity. Political economist Adam Smith famously observed that the pursuit of self-interest actually benefits everyone in society.

Every economic transaction in free market, such as buying a hot dog, should be mutually beneficial or in the self-interest of both the buyer and
seller. For example, the cost of a simple hot dog in a bun at a grocery store is about $0.40 to eat at home, and this price would be on the far left of the continuum. To cover the costs of cooking and delivery, the hot dog might sell for $3.00 at a stand in Central Park, and would be slightly to the right in figure 1. Because of price elasticity of demand associated with Major League Baseball, concession hot dogs sell for $6.25 at the stadium for the New York Mets. Such transactions are motivated by self-interest, but charging $20 for the same hot dog to very hungry people likely would be beyond the crossover point into greed.

Buying a hot dog is a discretionary purchase with many alternatives for hungry people. The crossover point to greed is clearer when considering a commercial product such as a 4x8 sheet of plywood, which commonly sells for $19.45 at Home Depot. If a hurricane were to increase the demand for plywood to shield windows from damage, many economists would be comfortable with an increase in the price by 50% to around $30, as this would discourage people not in the path of the hurricane to delay purchasing plywood (or to pursue substitutes) and also encourage suppliers of plywood to work overtime to satisfy the increased demand. On the other hand, raising the price to $100 to take advantage of desperate shoppers in the path of the storm likely would represent sinful greed. Not raising prices might earn goodwill with some customers, but might not be the best choice if early shoppers emptied the shelves to the detriment of later customers in a more distressed state. In other words self-interest is acceptable, but slides into greed at a certain crossover point on the continuum of possible economic transactions.

This crossover point reflects an aspect of greed expressed in acquisitiveness, but there is another side of greed exposed through an unwillingness to part with possessions. The early church recognized that greed was manifested in these two ways: an insatiable desire to obtain more and more, and an unwillingness to give away possessions to serve others in need.

This ownership aspect of greed also can be a challenge to define with precision, especially across cultures and at different points in history, because covetousness begins in the heart and external evidence of greed can be ambiguous. For example, owning a cell phone in 1983 could have been a sign of greed because the Motorola DynaTAC introduced in that year cost $3,995 and was such a status symbol that appeared prominently in the movie “Wall
By 2015, owning a cell phone was no longer considered a luxury in the United States, and even farmers in rural India increasingly depended on a central cell phone for learning information about market prices for crops in local towns. This shift over time shows the contrast between the changing nature of greed, compared to sins such as murder and adultery which are both deeds that have remained essentially the same from generation to generation. In light of this complexity, Blomberg despairs of finding a crossover point for possessions, “There are certain extremes of wealth and poverty which are in and of themselves intolerable. These extremes cannot be quantified, and they will vary widely under different economic systems and depend on personal attitudes.”

Thus the challenge is to define the crossover point from self-interest to greed both in the desire to acquire more and also in what level of possessions to maintain. This interdisciplinary case study will proceed with the observation that these two aspects of greed correspond to the accounting concepts of the income statement and balance sheet. The income statement is a measurement over time of revenues (or a monetary indication of how well customers are being served) compared to the effort employed to provide service to others (or the cost of materials and wages used to serve customers). This financial statement is an objective measure of the efforts employed to obtain something beneficial and provides an indication of the effectiveness of the action. On the other hand, the balance sheet is a statement at a specific point in time of available assets along with an indication of the claims to ownership of the assets. This statement is an objective measure of who owns the rights to all of the assets of a firm, whether owners or creditors. Utilizing these tools will lead to categories expressing a biblical definition of greed not limited to a specific culture or particular level of economic development, but rather generalizable for believers in the worldwide church over time.

**Interdisciplinary Case Study: Pauline Distinction between Self-Interest and Greed**

Of the nine authors of the New Testament, the apostle Paul provides an exceptional case study for understanding how to work in the marketplace without falling into the sin of greed. While he recognized that working hard brought temptations to excess, Paul understood how to work for money
without loving it. Though he might have struggled personally at times, Paul demonstrated through his life that a middle ground was possible.\textsuperscript{40} Paul pursued his trade vigorously and apparently earned a profit to be self-sufficient, yet he could also confidently testify to the Ephesian church elders: “I coveted no one’s silver or gold or apparel” (Acts 20:33-35).\textsuperscript{41} Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that Paul provided the early churches with clear teaching sufficient to enable believers to work heartily without falling into the sin of greed.\textsuperscript{42}

For example, Paul delivered clear commands that believers should work heartily as for the Lord (Col 3:23), watch over the work habits of others in the church (1 Thess 5:14; 2 Thess 3:6), and also imitate his personal example (Phil 3:17; 2 Thess 3:7-10). Since Paul was asking believers to engage continually in activities that could easily fall into the sin of greed, one would expect that his writings and personal example would embody some guidelines to protect the early believers.\textsuperscript{43} In other words, first-century Christians likely would have been able to distinguish between acceptable self-interest at work and sinful greed in the marketplace from an examination of the life and letters of the apostle Paul.

Though no surviving letter of Paul is wholly devoted specifically to defining the difference between self-interest and greed, the goal of this case study is to infer such a distinction by a careful survey of the thirteen extant Pauline letters, combined with Luke’s descriptions of Paul’s work ethic and quotations of Paul’s teaching (Acts 18:2-4; 20:33-35). This case study develops Pauline categories which display his distinction between self-interest and greed.\textsuperscript{44}

The next section examines the crossover point between self-interest and greed in the process of acquiring material goods by defining categories which comprise the “Pauline income statement.” The following section will use a balance sheet approach to address the question of how many possessions legitimately can be retained as part of acceptable self-interest on a continuum before crossing into sinful greed.

**Pauline Income Statement: Acquiring without Sinning**

A conceptual representation of the categories for a “Pauline income statement” is shown in figure 4 followed by a brief description. The arrow from left to right in figure 4, represents increasing wages and profits.\textsuperscript{45} Initially, an
increase in income is fundamentally good, as it represents a greater ability to be self-sufficient, care for a family, and to be generous to others. When honestly earned in a competitive free market, this increasing wage or profit also represents increasingly superior service or lower costs compared to others.

Beyond a certain point, represented by the dashed vertical line in figure 2, the sin of greed also can illegitimately increase wages and profits. As noted earlier, this is the point of “excess” or “inordinate” acquisitiveness that defines greed.46 The biblical foundation for each category on the Pauline income statement is investigated in the following sections.

**Believers Are Called to Work**

Paul exhorted all Christians to work in the home, the local church, and the marketplace (Col 3:23; 1 Thess 4:11). Further, Paul was intent to see that the work was profitable and not in vain, and monetary compensation served as one measure of effectiveness in the workplace. In contrast to subsistence farming or animal husbandry, working in the marketplace resulted in monetary compensation in exchange for work, beyond counting bushels of grain or the sheep in a flock. Paul understood that workers rightly deserved payment such that when a sower plants and a laborer waters a crop, “each will receive his wages according to his labor” (1 Cor 3:9). As part of his spiritual discourse to the Roman church, Paul argued, “Now to the one who works, his wages are not counted as a gift but as his due” (Rom 4:4).47 Work was fundamentally good for subduing creation for the benefit of others, therefore work beyond subsistence farming deserved monetary compensation.48
Work to Generate a Surplus

Not only did Paul command believers to work in principle, Paul seems to have expected Christians to work diligently in anticipation of prospering, or generating a surplus beyond subsistence. Paul’s vision for able-bodied Christians was that through working diligently they would be “dependent on no one” (1 Thess 4:10). Indeed, the power of the gospel was such that a thief should turn from stealing to honest labor so that “he may have something to share with anyone in need” (Eph 4:28). In other words, business for Christians was expected to earn a profit and generate a surplus beyond the barest need of survival.

Paul himself exemplified this work ethic and admonished the Philippian church, “What you have learned and received and heard and seen in me—practice these things” (Phil 4:9a). If Paul’s trade of σκηνοποιός (Acts 18:2) is understood to be a tent maker, this occupation was much more complex economically than subsistence farming, herding, or even growing grapes as a cash crop. This business entailed manufacturing leather and woven goods and necessarily required either barter or monetary exchange with other people. This implied having a significant level of capital to purchase an inventory of raw materials and to subsist during the extended manufacturing process. In other words, Paul likely dealt with large sums of money in his trade. This possibly explains the advantage of working with a partner to more easily accumulate the working capital and share the risk of loss.

Since Paul was apparently able to earn a living and be self-supporting as a result of this trade over time, it is reasonable to conclude that the business was profitable. Paul must have been pursuing “sanctified self-interest.” In this context, sanctified self-interest implies setting prices that were higher than the cost of materials and labor (and the cost of wear and tear on tools and capital goods, as well as the risk of loss and presumably the time value of money), yet low enough to compete successfully against alternative tradespeople making similar products.

While no person is perfect, it appears that Paul was able to engage in commerce without being inherently motivated by greed. He says as much in his final address to the Ephesians elders,

I coveted no one’s silver or gold or apparel. You yourselves know that these hands ministered to my necessities and to those who were with me. In all things
I have shown you that by working hard in this way we must help the weak and remember the words of the Lord Jesus, “It is more blessed to give than to receive” (Acts 20:33-35).

These passages together suggest that Paul expected all disciples of Jesus Christ to follow his example and be engaged in work, whether in the home, church, or marketplace. While Paul undoubtedly considered each of these types of work to be profitable, work in the marketplace also had the unique characteristic of resulting in monetary compensation and the potential for financial gain. This market environment changed the nature of the interaction from one of obligation (such as a husband to a wife or a son to his widowed mother) or of charity (as expected in a local church) to a mutually beneficial exchange. In this context, information about needs was especially important and was conveyed through the signals of prices, wages, and profits.57

**Sinful Acquisition or Neglect of Duties**
The dark vertical dashed line in the diagram of the Pauline income statement represents a crossing over point from obedience to the commands to work and subdue the earth to working to acquire money motivated by sinful greed. Delineating this crossing over point starts with an exploration of the word for greed (πλεονεξία) and concludes with a practical description of the signs of greed in practice.58 The πλεονεξία word group occurs 19 times in the New Testament, and 15 of these occurrences are found in the Pauline corpus.59 The action or state denoted by the πλεονεξία word group is always judged negatively.60 Further, the term often appears in vice lists with other serious sins.61 The semantic range of the πλεονεξία word group also covers the Pauline income statement by indicating a willingness to harm others in order to obtain riches.62

Thus, one clear indication of the presence of greed is that it directly causes sins such as fraud or theft, or induces the neglect of other duties required of Christians in the home, local church, and marketplace. Paul demonstrated his awareness that greed motivated harm against other people in a defense of his character to the Thessalonians: “For we never came with words of flattery, as you know, nor with a pretext for greed [πλεονεξία]—God is witness. Nor did we seek glory from people” (1 Thess 2:5-6). Invoking God as a witness also was a recognition that greed was a condition of the heart that could be observed by the divine. Ultimately, Paul understood that greed itself was
idolatry (Col 3:5) and called those who were given over to greed idolaters (Eph 5:5). In this way, greed slides inevitably into the love of money which stands in direct opposition to the living God. When greed occurs in the heart, therefore, its existence can be detected by the presence of other sins or the absence of other specifically required duties.

Paul taught that greed or the love of money is “a root of all kinds of evils” and this craving causes other harmful results (1 Tim 6:10). An obvious example would be outright theft, which Paul forbade (Eph 4:28; see also Rom 2:21; 13:9). If money is acquired by a thief through stealing, then it is likely greed was the motivation in the heart. Chrysostom ominously declared that the “altar of greed ... strongly smells of human blood” as greedy people oppress the poor for gain. Later, John Calvin wrote of the “deceits, robberies, and extortions that are committed whenever man is too much given up to his own gain and has not conscience about harming other men.”

In a more subtle scenario, it is in the legitimate self-interest of a merchant to offer the lowest prices, highest-quality, and most winsome displays of merchandise in order to secure the purchase of a customer. It would slide into greed, however, if such a merchant desired gain to the point of making misleading claims or employing a false balance, as this is inherently sinful. Sinfully obtaining money through such an action is evidence of greed.

Similarly, lying (Col 3:9), defrauding (1 Cor 6:7-8), teaching false doctrines for gain (1 Tim 6:3-5), or otherwise oppressing people (e.g. Acts 19:23-41) to obtain money are signs of greed. More difficult to see are sins involving neglect of required duties because of a greedy motivation, and this is explored in the next section.

On the other hand, greed can cause a person to devote more time to working in the marketplace to the point of necessarily neglecting other duties required of a believer. Paul not only commanded believers to work, he also gave many other commands regarding spiritual practices and domestic life. Since futility was introduced into the world after the fall in Genesis 3, working for mere subsistence required a substantial investment of time that necessarily kept finite people away from other duties. In such a context, Paul encouraged Christians to make “the best use of the time, because the days are evil” (Eph 5:15-17). The time devoted to the marketplace is not necessarily the most important center of all life, but competes with spending time in these other areas of life. For example, husbands are required to
“nourish and cherish” their wives and raise their children in the “discipline and instruction of the Lord” (Eph 5:23-33; 6:4). If such a person instead chose to spend long hours on the job to advance and earn money such that his wife felt abandoned and his children ran riot, then this likely is evidence of greed as the motivation to work.

It is a safe assumption to expect that Paul would not encourage anyone to neglect any command from God in order to earn more money. Therefore, this implies greed was present in a believer’s life when he sinned to acquire money, or neglected a required duty in order to obtain money. In short, sinfully acquiring or neglecting other duties in order to obtain money had crossed the line from self-interest to greed.

**Loving Money**
The ultimate sign of greed is the love of money. In Paul’s clearest exposition of the nature of “the love of money” (φιλαργυρία), he states,

But those who desire to be rich fall into temptation, into a snare, into many senseless and harmful desires that plunge people into ruin and destruction. For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evils. It is through this craving that some have wandered away from the faith and pierced themselves with many pangs. But as for you, O man of God, flee these things (1 Tim 6:9-11, emphasis added).  

The context of these verses is consistent with the Pauline income statement because the focus is on the “desire to be rich” or the craving to acquire possessions. In contrast, the Pauline balance sheet reflects an inordinate desire to retain possessions in situations calling for generosity. Paul stated that this desire itself leads to temptation, a snare, and eventually ruin and destruction. The fact that a desire to be rich leads to temptation implicitly recognizes that this is a moral issue and that the crossover point from self-interest (i.e., a desire to earn a wage or profit and be self-supporting) moves at some point into sinful greed.

In this light, the love of money means pursuing a financial wage or profit with money as the ultimate goal rather than using money as a signal of effectiveness. Earning an honest wage or profit is a signal of having served other people and obeyed God’s commands to subdue creation by making it useful to human beings. In a monetized economy, such an honest wage or profit serves not
only to signal success, it provides a quantitative measurement of that success. Further, earning an honest wage or profit provides extra resources to the most effective people to continue with even better service and obedience in the future.

Alternatively, unemployment for an individual or a financial loss for a firm is also a signal, which suggests that the individual or firm is not effectively serving other people nor subduing creation as well as others in the same marketplace. Unemployment or a loss serves as a signal to search for another line of work, a different group of people (customers) to serve, or a further investment to improve efficiency. Further, such financial losses actually deny resources to ineffective people and provide an incentive to search rapidly for a more effective way to serve customers and subdue the creation.

The love of money short-circuits this process of signaling and resource allocation because money itself becomes the goal, not the means of measuring success. Money, and the goods and services that it can purchase through exchange, becomes the reason for working and effectively an alternative God. Such a person loves himself more than God or other people. Naturally, this opens the door to utilizing sinful means to obtain money, and as discussed in the prior section, is the telltale sign of the presence of sinful greed.

**Pauline Balance Sheet: Possessing without Sinning**

The prior section examined the process of acquiring goods; this section examines the distinction between self-interest and greed with respect to possessing material goods. Six categories will define the “Pauline balance sheet” as shown in figure 5 with increasing money and assets following the arrow from left to right.72

---

**Figure 5. Categories of the Pauline balance sheet**
The ellipses show conceptual categories representing the purpose for holding each type of asset. These do not represent a specific monetary amount, but rather serve as a framework for this ethical discussion. Categories on the left represent possessions held consistent with acceptable self-interest, while the two categories to the right of the heavy vertical dashed line represent sinful greed. Each of the six categories are examined in greater detail (with supporting texts from the Pauline corpus) in the subsequent sections.

**Sustenance**
Believers are reasonably expected to maintain possessions to sustain life by providing food, clothing, and shelter for oneself and one’s family. Paul explicitly directed believers to begin sharing with needy members of their own households and extended family. For example, he charged that the children or grandchildren of a widow should “first learn to show godliness to their own household and to make some return to their parents, for this is pleasing in the sight of God” (1 Tim 5:4). This charge was underscored with the strong language, “If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially for members of his household, he has denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever” (1 Tim 5:8).

This category of possessions implies that before donating to serve the needy around the world, a believer must first ensure his own household has been adequately sustained with food and clothing. This care was not only to be extended to widows and the elderly, but Paul presupposed that parents were obligated to save up for their children (2 Cor 12:14). This assumes that parents would maintain a certain level of possession for the benefit of the children whether this was furnishings for a household, utensils for cooking, or perhaps money to meet likely needs in the future.

Paul seemed to accept that every believer should have a certain minimal level of material possessions for sustenance. For example, he wrote to Timothy about contentment as being a great gain such that “if we had food and clothing, with these we will be content” (1 Tim 6:8). Granted, this is an extremely low bar of material possessions, but it establishes the existence of a Pauline category that a believer is not obligated to divest every possession to pursue an ascetic lifestyle in order to please God.
Utility

In addition to retaining possessions needed to sustain life, it also appears that Paul categorically accepted that believers could maintain possessions that provided utility for accomplishing their individual vocational callings. Paul argued, “It is the hard-working farmer who ought to have the first share of the crops. Think over what I say, for the Lord will give you understanding in everything” (2 Tim 2:6-7). Not only does this passage assume a worker is worthy of wages in compensation for labor, it also presupposes rightful possession of the tools that provide the ability to accomplish the given tasks. In other words, Paul assumes the hard-working farmer maintains possession of the field on his personal balance sheet. The rights of individuals, clans, and tribes to own land would have been well-established in Paul’s mind (Lev 25:10-17; Josh 14:1-5; Prov 23:10).

Paul also asked, “Who plants a vineyard without eating any of its fruit? Or tends a flock without getting some of the milk? Do I say these things on human authority? Does not the law say the same?” (1 Cor 9:7b-8). The presuppositions behind Paul’s citation of a vineyard in 1 Corinthians 9:10 are worthy of particular note. Farming grains or herding goats represent subsistence farming. In other words, the farmer himself and his family could consume the produce of the farm to sustain life. A vineyard, on the other hand, generated a cash crop because an individual or family could only eat a limited quantity of grapes and only in a particular season. Grapes were grown for sale in the marketplace and primarily for producing wine. In this way, owning a vineyard was similar to any other type of trade focused on selling in the marketplace.

Further, Paul would have known that a vineyard represented an expensive collection of capital assets. In the quoted text, he specifically considers the act of planting a vineyard. Isaiah 5 provides an apt description of the enormous investments required to establish an ancient vineyard. Beyond acquisition of the land, a substantial investment of human labor was required. The aspiring vintner needed to clear the field of stones, build a protective wall and watchtower, carve out a wine vat from stone, and plant the vines by hand. All of these requirements represented a substantial investment before the ongoing tending and guarding of the vineyard leading up to the annual revenue of selling the harvest. When Paul cited a vineyard as an example, he was in essence presupposing as acceptable a type of business that required...
a significant capital investment up front with an expectation of receiving periodic cash revenues from market exchanges in the future.

Paul was also aware of Christians who maintained substantial and expensive assets that provided utility to local churches, especially for providing a place for meeting for worship and eating together. In his letter to Rome, Paul specifically greeted his coworkers Prisca and Aquila as well as the church that met in their house (Rom 16:3-5, see also 1 Cor 16:19). Paul also assumed and seemingly accepted the fact that some believers in Corinth had houses to eat and drink in, though he did encourage them toward greater generosity with respect to the Lord’s supper (1 Cor 11:22, see also Col 4:15; Phlm 1:1-2).

In other words, it appears that Paul assumed believers would keep not only sufficient possessions to sustain life, but also possessions that provided utility to accomplish God’s calling to be self-sufficient in the marketplace, maintain a household, and serve the local church according to individual gifting.

These categories of sustenance and utility are relatively straightforward and easily measured. The next two categories, though they seem to be legitimate and acceptable for believers, undoubtedly seem to have more ambiguous edges that approach the boundary of greed.

**Security**

Believers can acceptably save assets to provide security against future calamity or to meet likely future needs. Paul was writing to believers at a time when the vast majority of people clawed out an existence through subsistence agriculture. In many of the areas where Paul planted churches, variations in the Mediterranean rainfall from year to year and the nature of the soil resulted in radical variations in crop yields from one season to the next.

Longenecker estimates the majority of people in this society were living below subsistence, with many starving slowly over time clinging to the hope of reaching the next harvest.

In the face of this insecurity, individuals had great difficulty storing up a small amount of wealth against future calamities such as parents saving for children (2 Cor 12:14). However, Paul appears to envision the local church serving as a means of mutual insurance for believers. For example, not only should a new convert turn from the sin of stealing, but he should also do honest work “so that he may have something to share with anyone in need” (Eph 4:28). The insecurity of the economic environment virtually
guaranteed that every believer would sooner or later encounter someone with a significant need (a potential threat to life itself from starvation in that economic era). In the same way, believers in Corinth were directed, “On the first day of every week, each of you is to put something aside and store it up” especially earmarked to serve other Christians in need (1 Cor 16:2). Paul understood this as an essential duty of the church and described it as a matter of “fairness.” As the church spread throughout the Mediterranean world, it was virtually certain that a harvest would fail in some area. In any given year, some believers likely would be in desperate straits, and the church could ensure that individual believers were not only self-supporting but also generated an economic surplus to relieve others. Functionally, this served as a form of group mutual insurance to relieve those afflicted by calamity in any given year.

In contrast to maintaining possessions for sustenance and utility, setting money or wealth aside for security also began to carry an increasing possibility of temptation to greed. Paul admonished believers not “to set their hopes on the uncertainty of riches, but on God, who richly provides us with everything to enjoy” (1 Tim 6:17b). Undoubtedly, some who understood this category of maintaining possessions from Paul were tempted continually to set aside more and more wealth for a rainy day, or even a disaster. This highlights the concern that riches can be stolen or destroyed and that no form of insurance can equal the abundant kindness of God toward his children. This verse also serves as a transition to the next category for possessions which understands some things are given by God to Christians simply for enjoyment or pleasure.

**Enjoyment**

Christians can have possessions simply for aesthetic enjoyment, beyond any utility or other purpose. Paul seems to have envisaged that God’s plan for Christians was not simply subsistence, but rather human flourishing as an outcome of the gospel of Jesus Christ. This entailed eternal life in relationship with God, and also living in a way that restores creation, eliminates poverty, and highlights the image of God in every person. Paul specifically spoke against those who required an ascetic lifestyle, such as forbidding marriage and abstinence from delicious foods that “God created to be received with thanksgiving by those who believe and know the truth”
(1 Tim 4:3). He went on to emphasize that “everything created by God is good, and nothing is to be rejected if it is received with thanksgiving” (1 Tim 4:4). These texts showed that Paul seems to have understood a category of goods that were simply to be enjoyed, especially in relationship to God as the giver of all good things.

In summary, Paul called believers to Christ-imitating generosity but also recognized legitimate categories of retaining possession for sustenance, utility, security, and even aesthetic enjoyment. This latter category was to be thoroughly enjoyed by Christians, who were not required to maintain an ascetic lifestyle. However, compared to the first three conceptual categories, this category had a slippery edge that approached the sin of self-indulgence. The vertical dashed line represents a demarcation between acceptable self-interest and sinful greed based on possessions held by a believer. As shown in the diagram of the categories of the Pauline balance sheet, this crossing over point from legitimate self-interest into sinful greed is represented by a dashed line.

**Indulgence**

Self-indulgence moves beyond simple aesthetic enjoyment. In his first letter to Timothy, Paul drew a sharp contrast between two types of widows. The first widow, when left all alone, “has set her hope on God and continues in supplication and prayers night and day” (1 Tim 5:5). The second type of widow set her hope in material possessions, but tragically “she who is self-indulgent is dead even while she lives” (1 Tim 5:6). This text suggests that Paul saw a category of worldly possessions that went beyond aesthetic enjoyment into self-indulgence. In this case, self-indulgence could be understood as individual enjoyment to a degree that is personally harmful, impinges on the interests of other people, or replaces the pleasure of knowing Jesus Christ.

Self-indulgence can be expressed in many forms, such as an excessive desire for extravagant furnishings or fine food. Paul described such people whose minds were set on earthly things with the declaration, “their God is their belly, and they glory in their shame” (Phil 3:19). Spending money on delicacies and eating to obesity would be a sign of sinful gluttony as well as a deeper problem of the heart’s focus on greed to spend surplus money on edible dainties.

Further, Paul gave a charge to the believers in the Philippian church: “Let each of you look not only to his own interests, but also to the interests of
others” (Phil 2:4). In a finite world where choices must be made, the decision to enjoy something personally often conflicts with enabling others to share in the same pleasure or something else desirable. Choosing oneself over others would be a sign of self-indulgence.

Also to the Philippian church, Paul condemned certain people who “all seek their own interests, not those of Jesus Christ” (Phil 2:21). In his earthly ministry, Jesus was clear that complete obedience to him necessarily involved sacrifice of personal time, money, and pleasure. Paul likely understood the choice of pleasure in anything, especially those things purchased with money, which conflicted with the calling of Jesus Christ as sinful indulgence driven by greed. Paul condemned such people as “lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God” (2 Tim 3:4).

This provided a definitive category of greed: holding onto possessions simply for one’s personal enjoyment to one’s own harm, at the expense of others, or in a way that hinders full obedience to Jesus Christ.

**Signaling**

Possessions held primarily to make a statement to others about the owner are a form of signaling riches that can be categorized as sinful greed. A final Pauline category of unacceptable greed may best be understood in light of the economic tool of signaling theory. Nobel laureate economist Michael Spence was the first to note that people spend resources to convey information about themselves to others and some activities are undertaken primarily as a signal to other people.\(^8\) For example, a college diploma is a signal to future employers that a potential employee has at least undertaken a rigorous course of study for many years, though it does not necessarily guarantee any specific abilities that might be revealed through certain pre-employment testing.\(^9\) Even so, a diploma from a reputable seminary or university can serve as a very useful signal of a good future employee.

In the same way, clothing not only provides warmth and facilitates modesty but also is effective at sending signals to other people. A suit and tie in a courtroom signals that a person likely is an attorney, while white overalls on the job often signals another person is a painter, and “scrubs” suggest a person is part of the healthcare profession. Certainly these clothes are functional to each occupation (although this may be disputed in the case of a tie for an attorney), but they also provide a signal that is easily perceived by other people.
Along these lines, Paul wrote to Timothy, saying “that women should adorn themselves in respectable apparel, with modesty and self-control, not with braided hair and gold or pearls or costly attire” (1 Tim 2:9). Paul specifically stated in the quoted text that modest clothing is necessary, and it can be assumed he expected the functionality of clothing suitable for warmth or a specific occupation. He objected, however, to costly attire that included gold and pearls strictly for ornamentation. Such costly ornamentation went beyond aesthetic enjoyment and merely signaled the riches of the wearer.

In Rome clothing was not essentially for protection from the cold or heat, but rather to reveal the wearer’s rank, age, and wealth. In a Greco-Roman environment the clothing, hairstyle, and jewelry of a wife was intentionally calculated as a display of the riches of her husband since men were restricted by custom to wearing plain white robes or togas with a simple purple border. With respect to braided hair, Paul likely was referring to the practice of rich Roman women who used elaborate hairstyles to signal that at home they had several slaves whose full-time job was to arrange their hair.

Paul encouraged the Thessalonians to “aspire to live quietly, and to mind your own affairs, and to work with your hands” specifically so that they could “walk properly before outsiders and be dependent on no one” (Thess 4:11-12). Encouraging Christians to work with their hands in the Greco-Roman culture was the exact opposite of prideful signaling theory. It conveyed humility and personal debasement rather than indulgent self-aggrandizement.

In this context, Paul is explicitly aware of how Christians would be observed by nonbelievers, which captures a key element of signaling theory. A contemporary example might make this clearer: a base-model 2014 Rolls-Royce Phantom has a manufactured suggested retail price of about $576,900, which includes a 12 cylinder engine and an 8 speed automatic transmission, but not bulletproof glass (which is an optional upgrade). A well-equipped 2014 Ford Fusion has a suggested retail price around $23,120 (and more than twice the fuel economy compared to the 11 mpg for the Rolls-Royce in city driving). For the task of simply transporting an individual from home to the workplace, both vehicles function rather equally. Granted, the comfort of the Rolls-Royce would exceed that of the Ford, but likely not 25 times better as suggested by the difference in price. Also, the materials and construction may be superior, but not sufficiently better to justify the distinction in price. Obviously, the Rolls-Royce accomplishes
more than transporting passengers: it signals the riches of the owner. Paul seems categorically to reject possessions that merely signal riches without adding to sustenance, utility, or security. Signaling riches required being observed by other people in the primary enjoyment flowed from pride. Such possessions represent an indulgence based on the perception of other people rather than functionality to accomplish a godly mission.

Conclusions

This case study has organized texts from the Pauline corpus to develop a framework of categories that distinguish self-interest from greed utilizing a “Pauline” income statement and balance sheet. Specifically, Paul called all believers to work profitably in the home, local church, and marketplace. This work by God’s grace along with human effort and ingenuity should generate a surplus over time. Earning an honest wage or profit is an indication of serving other people and obeying God’s command to subdue creation.

A helpful reference in defining the crossover point into “inordinate” or “excessive” self-interest is the place where self-interest harms other people for gain or leads to other sins. Self-interest in a competitive marketplace motivates hard work, high quality, low prices, and other ways of serving others, but it does not lead to harming customers, employees, or oneself. Reducing costs by cutting corners on safety or harming the environment would therefore imply going beyond self-interest into sinful greed. The presence or causation of other sins is one of the telltale signs of a greedy heart.

Greed also leads to sins of omission. In other words, the pursuit of money to the neglect of other required duties based on one’s calling from God is another definitive sign of greed. Self-interest often leads to hard work and even long hours serving customers in the marketplace, especially when mere survival is threatened in a subsistence environment. Nevertheless, a man who is a husband and a father is called to additional duties in service of his wife and children. Choosing to work in the marketplace to the extent that it leads to the neglect of these duties can be another sign of greed. This principle can be extended to the neglect of any such duties required for the local church or community as described in the Scriptures.

With respect to retaining possessions, Paul encourages generosity, but also recognizes that Christians could retain possessions for sustenance of
the family, property that provided utility to earn a living, possessions as security against future calamities, and also goods for aesthetic enjoyment to promote human flourishing. These possessions crossed a line into greed, however, when they were retained simply for indulgence or signaling riches to others. Indulgence can be indicated by harm to one’s self or placing one’s interests of others. Signaling riches were possessions whose primary purpose was to communicate positive information about the owner to other people. Finally, the love of money in the heart makes money the ultimate objective rather than a means of measuring success.

This analysis does not end the discussion, but hopefully provides standardized categories for dialogue that are an improvement on definitions based on such terms as “excessive,” “inordinate,” “too much,” and “more than enough” without addressing the practical questions. Further, Paul provides helpful categories that can help ethicists apply unchanging biblical truths into an exponentially changing economic environment surrounding the church in the future.

One avenue for additional research would be to extend this analysis to the Gospels and the General Epistles of the New Testament. The teachings of Jesus Christ and the other apostles would bring greater clarity and specificity to these categories, and it would be intriguing to possibly find additional categories for discerning the distinction between self-interest and greed. The cogency of these categories can also be tested against the teachings of the Old Testament to demonstrate whether or not the categories can be widely applied across profoundly different cultures and over millennia.

The ultimate goal of this article is to encourage much more interdisciplinary work in this area by economists and theologians. The importance of pursuing such additional research is underscored by the thought that the economic changes facing the church over the next two centuries will be even more rapid than the stunning developments in life and wealth of the two centuries since the Industrial Revolution.

---
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Each of these texts is taken from a larger spiritual argument, not necessarily related to the marketplace. Nevertheless, it appears that Paul actually agrees with the practice of paying workers in order to make a larger spiritual point in his dialogue with the churches. These texts do not seem to indicate simple acquiescence from Paul about the nature of his culture as might be interpreted on some texts on the subject of slavery (i.e., Eph 6:5-8; Col 3:22-25; contrast 1 Cor 7:21).

This expectation was not only true for laborers, but also to self-employed small business people, such as farmers, merchants, and tradesmen. Paul argued, “It is the hard-working farmer who ought to have the first share of the crops” (2 Tim 2:6). Likewise, “the plowman should plow in hope and theresher thresh in hope of sharing in the crop” (1 Cor 9:10). Such consideration even extended to the animals who empowered farming from the time of Moses onward, so that Paul wrote, “You shall not muzzle an ox when it treads out the grain” (1 Cor 9:9; 1 Tim 5:18).

Lincoln rightly notes that Paul’s letter to the Ephesians “was intended to reinforce its readers’ identity as participants in the Church and to underline their distinctive role and conduct in the world.” The effect of the gospel extended to every aspect of life. Andrew T. Lincoln, Ephesians (Word Biblical Commentary, vol. 42; Dallas: Word, 1990), lxxvi.

For example, Paul instructed the Corinthians that “on the first day of every week, each of you to put something aside and store up, as he may prosper” (1 Cor 16:2). Amid the vagaries of weather and war around the Mediterranean in the first century, having a surplus at the end of a week was always uncertain, yet Paul’s statement presupposed that through the grace of God believers would be able to accomplish this regularly. Further, Paul assumed parents had an obligation to save up for their children, and not children for their parents (2 Cor 12:14). This implied both earning an honest wage or profit, and also managing expenses in the household budget.


For a convincing argument that this occupation was unlikely to be a “manufacturer of stage properties” in light of evident Jewish objections to theatrical productions, see Walter Bauer et al., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature (3rd ed; Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 2001), 755.


In his extensive study of this subject, Schnabel highlights the capital required in tentmaking and noted that Aquila and Prisca “were presumably well-to-do: they either owned in Corinth a branch of their craftsman’s business in Rome” or “possessed the means to open a new workshop, in which they employed other people, soon after their arrival in Corinth.” Eckhard J. Schnabel, Paul the Missionary: Realities, Strategies and Methods (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2008), 105. See also J. N. Lohr, “He Identified with the Lowly and Became a Slave to All: Paul’s Tent-Making as a Strategy for Mission,” Currents in Theology and Mission 34:3 (2007): 179–87.

Lampe argues that Prisca and Aquila were patrons who gave Paul a job in their workshop to support his ministry. If this is true, then they would have borne the risk of loss and presumably the profits that accrued to owners. Peter Lampe, “Paul, Patrons, and Clients,” in Paul in the Greco-Roman World: A Handbook (ed., J. Paul Sampley; Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 2003), 499.

At other times, Paul was willing to accept support from churches in order to devote his attention completely to the advance of the gospel (2 Cor 11:8; Phil 14-19).

Granted, Paul does not provide detail about how he fought against the temptation of greed or describe times when he succumbed to this temptation and later repented. It is sufficient for this discussion to understand that Paul as an apostle demonstrated that it was possible to engage in commerce without sinning.

For more information on the role of prices as signals to motivate and coordinate human behavior, see Russell D. Roberts, The Price of Everything: A Parable of Possibility and Prosperity (Princeton, NJ: Princeton

Jesus taught that greed is not driven by external circumstances but defies a person because it comes out of the heart along with evil thoughts, envy, foolishness, and pride (Mark 7:14-23). Similarly, Peter understood the internal nature of this sin when he described false prophets as having “hearts trained in greed” (2 Pet 2:12-16). Jesus also called people to guard against πλονεια because “one’s life does not consist in the abundance of his possessions” (Luke 12:14). In the same context, Jesus told the parable of the rich fool, which described a man who had ample goods laid up for many years (Luke 12:13-21). As is defined in the latter half of this chapter, the rich fool had crossed the Pauline line of demarcation from enjoyment into sinful self-indulgence because his highest goal in life was to “relax, eat, drink, [and] be merry” (Luke 12:19). The parabolic verdict on such a man who laid “up treasure for himself,” but was “not rich toward God,” was the immediate loss of his life, perdition for his soul, and disbursement of his abundant goods to others (Luke 12:21).

Specifically, this includes the noun πλονεια 10 times, the verb πλονεκτεω 5 times, and the personified πλονεκτης 4 times. Moisés Silva, New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology and Exegesis (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2014), 780-81.


For example, Rom 1:28-32; Eph 4:17-19; 5:3; Col 5-6.

Thus, the first meaning given by Bauer for the verb πλονεκτεο is to “take advantage of, outwit, defraud, cheat” someone, and this aligns with the category of acquisitive greed on the Pauline balance sheet. Ibid. This is obvious in two usages of πλονεια in the Septuagint translation of the prophets Ezekiel and Habakkuk. Ezekiel excoriates the wicked princes of Israel who were “like wolves tearing the prey, shedding blood, destroying lives to get dishonest gain [πλονεια πλονεκτων]” (Ezek 22:27). Habakkuk also prophesied against anyone who “heaps up what is not his own” with the sobering exclamation, Because you have plundered many nations, all the remnant of the peoples shall plunder you, for the blood of man and violence to the earth, to cities and all who dwell in them. Woe to him who gets evil gain [β πλονεκτων πλονειαν κακην] for his house, to set his nest on high, to be safe from the reach of harm! You have devised shame for your house by cutting off many peoples; you have forfeited your life. (Hab 2:6-10, emphasis added) Sir Lancelot C. L. Brenton, trans., The Septuagint with Apocrypha: Greek and English (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1986).

In this light Friedrich adds, “Striving for unlawful wealth leads to violence and murder. Especially in view is the unrestricted longing for possessions which sets aside the rights of others.” Bromiley and Friedrich, Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 6:269–79.

Of course, other ethical situations could be conceived during wartime or a famine when stealing a loaf of bread might be motivated by some other heart attitude besides greed. Nevertheless, for the majority of thefts that commonly appear in the police blotter section of a local newspaper, it is probably safe to assume that greed is at least part of the motivation.


See, for example, Lev 19:35-37.

This distinction is significant because many people who claim to be opposed to capitalism or free markets are in actuality opposed to sinful practices motivated by greed. Paul would agree that sin is always wrong in market context, but also encourages Christians to work profitably without sin as unto the Lord.

The “thorns and thistles” of the cursed ground such that “in pain you shall eat of it all the days of your life” result in an extraordinary requirement of time and effort simply to survive. Only since the Industrial Revolution has the amount of time required for survival decreased substantially.

Understanding Paul’s intention hinges on whether the root (πλεον) is definite or indefinite and the translation of πλονεια των κακων. This analysis understands πλονεια as being indefinite since the article is not present and logic argues that the love of money is not the singular cause of all evils. Alternative translations have been proposed which utilize every possible combination of these choices: “For the love of money is the
root of all evil” (KJV), “For the love of money is the root of all evils” (RSV), “For the love of money is a root of all sorts/kinds of evil” (NASB/NIV), “For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evils” (ESV). Further, Wallace proposes another option which translates this qualitatively: “The qualitative idea makes no comment about anything else that might motivate or produce evil. It simply states that loving money does motivate/produce all (kinds of) evils.” Daniel B. Wallace, *Greek Grammar beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament* (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996), 265. Mounce and Knight are correct in proposing that πάντων with a plural noun means everything belonging to a class designated by the noun. Robert H. Mounce, *Matthew* (New International Biblical Commentary; Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1991), 346; George W. Knight, *The Pastoral Epistles: A Commentary on the Greek Text* (Grand Rapids: W. B. Eerdmans, 1992), 268. Mounce persuasively argues against Bauer who classifies this phrase as meaning “all” without exception. Bauer et al., *A Greek-English Lexicon*, 631-33

This signal would show up on an accounting income statement as net income, or the excess of revenue over any expenses incurred in serving people in that period. In some sense, the size of this honest profit serves as a measurement of the level of effectiveness in obeying this command.

In the Pauline income statement shown in figure 4, the arrow from left to right represents an increasing income, or a flow of money in a specific period of time. In figure 5, the arrow represents an increasing amount of possessions at any specific point in time. These represent the distinction between what one earns and what one owns consistent with the accounting income statement or balance sheet.

When Paul wrote this to Timothy, he likely was aware of the fact that though Jesus initially placed restrictions on the possessions of his disciples for specific times of ministry (cf. Mark 6:7-12; Matt 10:5-15; Luke 9:1-6), this restriction was later loosened on Jesus’ final night before his crucifixion (Luke 22:35-38). Nevertheless, at the crucifixion after the Last Supper, the possessions of Jesus Christ consisted of no more than the food he had eaten and the clothes that he was wearing (John 19:23-24). Further, it is possible he would have been aware of the teaching of John the Baptist who called anyone who had two tunics or food to share with someone who had none (Luke 3:11). Precision in the use of “utility” in this context is worthy of further explanation. Since the time of Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806-1873), the political philosophy school of utilitarianism has defined the notion of utility as “the level of happiness or satisfaction that a person receives from his or her circumstances.” For this reason, utility maximization is understood to be the ultimate objective of all public and private actions. Generally, this has evolved in the perspective of many modern economists to mean “an abstract measure of the satisfaction or happiness that a consumer receives from a bundle of goods.” Mankiw, *Principles of Microeconomics*, 424–25, 447. This dissertation works with the understanding of “utility” expressed by Adam Smith’s statement: “That the fitness of any system or machine to produce the end for which it was intended, bestows a certain propriety and beauty upon the whole, and renders the very thought and contemplation of it agreeable, is so very obvious that nobody has overlooked it.” Adam Smith, *The Theory of Moral Sentiments* (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 1976), 179. In this light, “utility” is understood as the ability to store goods and promises of services that enable future profitable work. Colloquially, these are the “tools of the trade” that a workman could utilize to accomplish tasks in a given vocation or a woman might use in managing a household.

Granted, in some situations farmers might lease land rather than owning it, and this would not formally show up on a balance sheet. Even in this case, however, for a specific number of years the farmer would have the same right to the first share of the crops as an owner. If the farmer was hired to work the land, then he would be entitled to the wages discussed elsewhere in this chapter.


At the risk of being repetitive, it would be helpful at this point to remember the Pauline encouragement to sacrificial generosity and an eternal perspective for viewing possessions. So, though it seems acceptable for believers to maintain these two categories of possession, generosity and grace are always highly esteemed by Paul and serve as an imitation of Jesus Christ.

Brown notes, “The Mediterranean is notorious for the variability of its harvests, due to unstable climatic conditions. The carefully tended fields were menaced by flattening cloudbursts, by random scything by hailstorms, and by the perpetual menace of prolonged drought (along its eastern and southern shores) and of ‘dry’ winters (winters without snow and thus without moisture) in the plateaus of its hinterlands, notably in Anatolia.” For these reasons, crop yields could vary by 50 percent in any year. Brown, *Through the Eye of a Needle*, 12.
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Longenecker estimates that 55 percent of people were living at or below subsistence level. An additional 27 percent were living at subsistence or had a moderate surplus. Longenecker, *Remember the Poor*, 53. For the level of precision required for the argument of this chapter, Longenecker’s analysis is in general agreement with W. Scheidel and S. J. Friesen, “The Size of the Economy and the Distribution of Income in the Roman Empire,” *Journal of Roman Studies* 99 (2009): 61–91; E. M. Atkins and Robin Osborne, *Poverty in the Roman World* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 100–14.

Bruce concludes, "Such giving is at the opposite pole from stealing; conduct like this will be a sure proof of a changed heart.” F. F. Bruce, *The Epistle to the Ephesians: A Verse-by-Verse Exposition* (Westwood NJ: Revell, 1961), 98; Moule adds, ‘Let him aim at a positive and not merely a negative repentance.’ H. C. G. Moule, *Studies in Ephesians* (Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges; Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1977).


Dupont argues, “The Romans had two reasons for wearing clothes: to maintain a sense of common decency and to display social distinctions. Protection from the cold or heat was not essential; indeed it was often deemed a personal weakness.” Roman soldiers serving in Gaul and Germanica eventually succumbed to the weather and put aside the toga in favor of warmer, close fitting clothes. Florence Dupont, *Daily Life in Ancient Rome* (Oxford: Blackwell, 1993), 258.

Aldrete relates that rich women “wore large quantities of jewelry in the form of rings, pins, necklaces, and earrings. Often these earrings were very large and heavy and dangled from the ears in a succession of levels. Such jewelry was fashioned from gold and studded with precious stones.” Gregory S. Aldrete, *Daily Life in the Roman City Rome, Pompeii, and Ostia* (Westport, CT: Greenwood, 2004), 244–49.


See, for example, Eph 4:28.

The Rolls Royce was priced at www.cars.com because pricing information was not available without contacting a dealer at the official website. The Rolls Royce Phantom EWB included a 6.75 liter V12 engine with 8-speed automatic overdrive transmission and an illuminated, gold-plated, “spirit of ecstasy” hood ornament.

The Ford Fusion was a 2015 SE FWD model with a 2.5 liter I-4 engine and 6-speed automatic transaxle based on prices at www.ford.com.

For example, if the Ford Fusion were expected to have a functional life of 10 to 12 years, it is unlikely that the Rolls-Royce would endure for two centuries, or 25 times as long as suggested by the price differential.